1. gathered _____   A. surprising
2. raced _____   B. went very fast from one place to another
3. clustered_____   C. walked as people do when they are not in a Hurry
4. wandered_____   D. got close together
5. amazing_____   E. came together in a group

Directions: Circle the correct word and write it on the line.

6. The children ________________ together for a kickball game.
   A. wandered   B. amazing   C. gathered

7. Everyone ________________ into reading groups.
   A. clustered   B. raced   C. wandered

8. Some of the children ________________ home in packs of three or four.
   A. gathered   B. wandered   C. clustered

   A. amazing   B. wandered   C. raced

10. It was ________________ when Wilson roared back at Sara.
    A. gathered   B. amazing   C. raced